TO: SCSI WORKING GROUP

From: Reuben Yomtov

Subject: Recommendations to the SCSI standard subcommittee

I would like to submit the following recommendations to the ANSI X3T9.2 SCSI committee.

0. Configuration for testing
1. Logical Block Address to physical Cylinder Head Sector Conversion.
2. Physical Read/Write operations.
3. DC Erase entire track.
4. Format single track.
5. Read Long Write Long operations.
6. Read/set Read detector threshold level.
7. Read/write to a reserved cylinder.
8. Read without data transfer.
9. Option to report "cylinder format completed"
10. Option to erase P list.
11. Option to time stamp all operations.
12. Option to test from high to low cylinders, or blocks.
13. Option to report disk activities for performance/speed improvements.
14. Option to save volume home block on a reserved track.
15. Physical Cylinder Head Sector to Logical Block address conversion.
16. Option to report format status(feedback) per cylinder or track.

Items 0-5 have already been identified by TI representative Mr. R. Dominguez.

Your co-operation and inputs will be appreciated.
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